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力呈几何级增长，使得基于 GPU 的实时重建技术成为可能。 
因此，本文在研究移动立方体(Marching Cube)和光线投射(Ray Casting)
算法的基础上，利用 GPU 强大的并行处理能力来对算法进行加速。 后提出了基
于 GPU 的移动立方体算法和基于 GPU 的光线投射算法。 
本文的创新点和独立工作主要体现在以下几个方面： 







2、基于 GPU 的光线投射算法 
(1) 解决了内核函数的线程与投射算法中光线的映射，从而让各个线程独立
地处理对应的光线。 
(2) 充分利用纹理特性和 GPU 的运算能力，将耗时的三线性插值和颜色合成
过程传送到 GPU 上运行，从而节省了运算时间。 
 















Medical image 3D reconstruction technique uses the surface rendering or volume 
rendering imaging algorithm to reconstruct the medical image such as CT or 
MRI,providing the realistic 3D images for the doctors.It displays the inner 
hierarchical relations of the object and to exhibit plentiful 3D information,so it is 
widely used in medical diagnosis,surgical planning,simulation and other 
fields.However,medical images are so large in size that the traditional reconstruction 
algorithm can't draw out it in real time.With the rapid development of computer 
hardware technology,the real-time reconstruction based on GPU had become possible 
because the  computation power of graphics processing unit had been grown 
exponentially in the latest several years. 
Therefore,based on the research of the Marching Cube and Ray Casting 
algorithm,the powerful parallel computattional capability of GPU are exploited to 
speed up the program.Finally,the inproved Marching Cube and Ray Casting algorithm 
based on GPU are introduced in this thesis. 
The key work and innovations of this thesis mainly include: 
    1、Marching Cube algorithm based on GPU 
(1)Map the threads in the kernel of GPU to the cubes in the image data field so  
that each thread can handle the corresponding cube independently. 
    (2) There are many empty cube in the 3D data field. In order to reduce the data 
size., an algorithm is introduced to extract the number of the cubes which are 
intersected with the isosurface. 
(3)The number of triangular facets generated by the cubes are different.So an 
memory compression algorithm is proposed to arrange the result data 
compactly in the memory. 
2、Ray Casting algorithm based on GPU 















designed to compute the corresponding ray independently. 
(2)In order to save time, time-consuming parts of this algorithm, trilinear 
interpolation and image synthesis, are parallel computed on the GPU. 
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